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Ever since its

publication in 1978 Edward Said's Orientalism has
important background for postcolonial studies. Essentially
a work of critical theory it seeks to highlight the inaccuracies of a
wide variety of assumptions as it questions various paradigms of
thought which are accepted on individual, academic, and political
levels. It applies specifically to the Orient and was later expanded
and developed in its application in Culture and Imperialism. For

been

an

""our purposes, however, we shall confine ourselves to Orientalism
'{and more specifically Said's view of how the world looks at Islam

and his

critique

of scholars such

Edward Said

Lewis and

Huntington.
(1935-2003) has become something of an iconic
as

for many in the years since the publication of his best known
work Orientalism. A Palestinian born in Jerusalem into the

figure

Anglican faith, he was brought up in Cairo where he went to an
Anglican school. He completed his university education in the
USA, eventually becoming Professor of English and Comparative
Literature at Columbus University, while also lecturing in other
higher institutions. A secular humanist, he writes of the importance
of "continuing to have faith in the ongoing and literally unending
] frames and
process of emancipation and enlightenment that [
gives direction to the intellectual vocation."} In the Preface to the
most recent edition of Orientalism, written shortly before his death,
...

he makes

I

a

statement of this faith:

Said, Orientalism, xi

"Clash

of Ignorance"

or

"Clash

idea in Orientalism is to

of Civilisations" ?
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humanistic

critique to open.
up the fields of struggle, to introduce a longer sequence of
thought and analysis to replace the short burst of polemical,
thought-stopping fury that so imprison us in labels and
antagonistic debate whose goal is a belligerent collective
identity rather than understanding and intellectual exchange.

My

use

I have called what I try to do "humanism," a word I
continue to use stubbornly despite the scornful dismissal of

post-modem critics. By humanism I
attempting to dissolve Blake's mind-forg'd
manacles so as to be able to use one's mind historically and
rationally for the purposes of reflective understanding and
genuine disclosure. Moreover, humanism is sustained by a
sense of community with other interpreters
and other
societies and periods: strictly speaking, therefore, there is no
2
such thing as an isolated humanist.
the term
mean

by

dismissive

first of all

Christians, of

course, would also claim that there is

no

such

thing

as an

isolated Christian and ecumenical Christians would wish to

make

common cause

and

antagonistic

with Said in his attempt to break with labels

debate. Whatever criticisms have been made of the

papacy of John Paul II, lack of openness to other religions is not
one of them. In fact dialogue between the religions, and most

notably with Islam,
3
pontificate.

was

one

of the

major

hallmarks of his

long

The

Origins of Orientalism
Napoleon's invasion of Egypt in 1798 is seen as the historical
starting point of what was to become the orientalist project. There
was

evidence here of

great civilisation which continues

a

fascinate the West down

to

today.

encounter between the West and the
was

2

3

fascinated

by

what he

saw.

Of

This

was

the first

major

Orient, and clearly Napoleon

course

it also coincided with the

Ibid., xvii
See Michel

Lelong,

Jean-Paul ll

et

to

l'Islam, Paris: F.-X. de Guibert, 2003.
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beginnings

of

a new

European expansionism

that

was

to lead to

the

creation of the great colonial empires. If Europe was to subjugate
the world it needed to have a vision of it and a way of representing

be

important part of this.
Said's book is a wide-ranging investigation of the whole
orientalist project. He starts with the philologists who set out to
study the literature and language as used in literature, as well as
historical and comparati ve linguistics as a field of study that sheds
light on cultural history. He also looks at anthropologists,
sociologists and historians who attempted to make the Orient
it; and Orientalism

was to

an

accessible to Western audiences and Western administration and
domination.
Said
who

acknowledges
extensive

wrote

the structuralist Michel Foucault
historical

studies,

most

(1926-84)
notably The

in order to demonstrate that all

Archaeology of Knowledge (1969),

historicaltyToiiditioned and that many of the most
important ones serve the political function of controlling people
rather than any purely cognitive purpose. He notes particularly

concepts

are

Foucault's concept of discourse. Discourse is present in every
society constructing restraints and imperatives, the rules, norms and
maxims that

guide

our

thinking

equally
legitimately

said.

They

specific topics.
right to speak and

on

determine both who has the

also determine what

are

These rules
what

can

reasonable,

be

sane

and proper actions and what are not.
Based on this Said provides a precise definition of Orientalism
when he writes in his Introduction that it is "a way of coming to
terms with the Orient that is based on the Orient's special place in

European

Western

Experience."

This need to "come to terms" with

the Orient is, in his view, based

on

holds

as

special place the Orient
only geographically,
"adjacent to Europe", but
economically and politically as "the place of Europe's greatest and
richest and oldest colonies". Culturally, the Orient is "the source of
its civilisations and languages", and, although Said does not say it,
also its religion. The Orient, he concludes, is "[Europe's] cultural
not

the

"Clash

of Ignorance"

or

"Clash

of Civilisations"?
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'_
,

contestant, and

of its

one

deepest

and most

recurring images

of the

Other.,,4
This

of Otherness is central to the whole

sense

notes that "the Orient has

question.

to define

Said

the

West) as
helped
Europe (or
The
Orient is
contrasting image, idea, personality, experience
an integral part of European material civilisation and culture."
Orientalism as an approach "expresses and represents that part [of
European material civilisation and culture] culturally and even
ideologically as a mode of discourse with supporting institutions,
vocabulary, scholarship, imagery, doctrines, even colonial
In other terms it is a wide
bureaucracies and colonial styles
and pervasive ideology or discourse which marks all Europe's
dealings with this part of the world and, in variants, with other
parts of the world as part of a cultural imperialism.
Orientalism, means several interdependent things. Most
obviously, however, it is applied to the academic, and indeed, he
its

....

"

....

adds, the label still

serves

in

number of academic institutions. The

a

of Oriental and Africa Studies provides a useful example as
aspires to specialise in matters Oriental and African, describing
itself as "the world's leading centre for the study of a highly

School
it

diverse range of

subjects concerned with Asia, Africa and the
East."s "Anyone who teaches, writes about, or researches
the
Orient--and
this
applies whether the person is an
anthropologist, sociologist, historian, or philologist--either in its
specific or its general aspects, is an Orientalist, and what he or she
And this can be broadened to speak
says or does is Orientalism
of Africanists, Indologists, Sinologists, Islamologists etc., all taking
a specialised interest in area studies or civilisations.
This could appear to be innocuous enough. Said brings it a bit
further, however, and states that: "Orientalism is a style of thought
Middle

"

....

based upon an ontological and epistemological distinction made
between "the Orient" and (most of the time) "the Occident." Thus a
4

5

Note, emphases in this

SOAS,

a

college

text are

of the

Lewis launched his

usually

University

career.

mine.

of London It

was

the school where Bernard
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large mass of writers, among who are poets, novelists,
philosophers, political theorists, economists, and imperial
administrators, have accepted the basic distinction between East
and West as the starting point for elaborate accounts concerning
the Orient, its people, customs, 'mind,' destiny, and so on." The
starting point is, in fact, the otherness of the Orient, which requires
study and explanation in terms accessible to the Western mind.
Taking the lead from Foucault, he notes that the academic
project of Orientalism "can be discussed as the corporate institution
for dealing with the Orient
dealing with it by making statements
about it, authorising views of it, by describing it, settling it, ruling
over it: in short Orientalism as a Western style for dominating,
restructuring, and having authority over the Orient." For Said it is
this discourse, created by the West, which created "the enormously
systematic discipline by which European culture was able to
the Orient politically, sociologically,
and even produce
manage
militarily, ideologically, scientifically, and imaginatively during the
post-Enlightenment period." This Orientalist discourse, he would
very

-

-

-

claim, determined what could and could
Orient. How this

not

be said about the

is what he sets out to

investigate. He
also sets out to demonstrate how "European culture gained in
strength and identity by setting itself against the Orient as a sort of
surrogate and even underground self."
Said's views are illustrated to some extent by Richard
Burton's Secret Pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina.6 From" the outset
6" Sir Richard
Orientalist.

happened

Francis

Disguising

Burton

himself

(1821-1890) English scholar-explorer and
Pathgn, an Afghanistani Muslim, in 1853 he

as a

Cairo, Suez, and Medina, then travelled the bandit-ridden route to the
city of Mecca, where at great risk he measured and sketched the mosque
and holy Muslim shrine, the Ka'bah. Though not the first non-Muslim to
penetrate and describe the "mother of cities," Burton was the most sophisticated
went to

sacred

and the most accurate. His
not

only

a

Pilgrimage

to

El-Medinah and Mecca

great adventure narrative but also

life and manners,

(1855-56)

was

classic commentary on Muslim
the annual pilgrimage. Instead of returning to
a

especially on
enjoy his sudden fame, however, he organized a new expedition in
1854 to the equally forbidden East African city of Harar and became the first
European to enter this Muslim citadel without being executed.
London to

"Clash

of Ignorance"

or

"Clash

of Civilisations"?
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comparison between the Orient and Europe, and
European. The Arab is possessed of "a lively,
excitable
nature, and exquisite sensibility of nerve"
irrepressible,
which explains a "voluptuousness unknown to northern regions,
where happiness is placed in the exertion of mental and physical
powers." Where the Arab is inclined towards an easy life, climate
and natural conditions make the European different as he "demands
perpetual excitement, exercise or change, or adventure, or
dissipation." On the other hand, in the East, Burton seems to say,
concupiscence is in the very nature of the people: "man requires
but rest and shade; upon the bank of a bubbling stream, or under
the cool shelter of the perfumed tree, he is perfectly happy, smoking
a pipe, or sipping a cup of coffee, or drinking a glass of sherbet".
Burton makes the

the Oriental and the

This

explains

a

certain intellectual indifference to be contrasted

spirit of inquiry since the Oriental is concerned
things deranging the mind as little as possible
the vanity of thought being the most unpleasant interruptions to his
Kayf."
The whole purpose of this text appears to be that of putting the
Westerner in a position of domination in relation to the Oriental.
The dynamism of the Westerner is compared with the passive
nature of the Oriental and his penchant for the voluptuous. His lack
of intellectual interest is really a kind of laziness. The subtext in all
of this is that the Westerner is really made for domination; he is
supposed to be in charge. One can easily see how this discourse is
being mimicked today as the West strives to export "freedom and
democracy to these folks."
has
Said
high admiration for Burton both as a
with

a

Western

with "above all

traveller/adventurer and

...

as

of the Arabic

a

scholar.

Burton

had tremendous

as a definite
language
his subject. He acquired this knowledge by living
there and "trul y trying to see Oriental life from the viewpoint of a
person immersed in it." But this did not prevent him from falling

and culture

knowledge
sympathy for

as

well

into the trap of Orientalism. Said notes: "what is never far from the
surface of Burton's prose is another sense it radiates, a sense of
assertion and domination

over

all the

complexities

of Oriental life.

"
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of Burton's footnotes, whether in the
in his translation of the Arabian Nights [
]

Pilgrimage

Everyone
or

to

was meant

....

be

a

testimony

his

victory
Oriental knowledge,

to

scandalous system of
by himself. For

mastered

sometimes

the

over

system he had

a

in Burton's prose we are
Orient; everything about it is

even

directly given the
present by way of Burton's knowledgeable (and often
prurient) interventions which remind us repeatedly how he
had taken over the management of Oriental life for the
purposes of his narrative.
never

Burton

effectively
In that

takes

over

his

position

the Orient for his

own

individuality perforce

purposes.
encounters, and

indeed merges with, the voice of Empire, which is itself a
system of rules, codes, and concrete epistemological habits.

Thus when Burton tells in the

Pilgrimage

that

"Egypt

is

a

won," that it is "the most tempting prize
which the East holds out to the ambition of Europe, not

treasure to be

the Golden hom," we must recognise how
the voice of the highly idiosyncratic master of Oriental

excepted

even

knowledge informs,

feeds

ambition for rule

the

into

the

voice

of

European

Orient.,,7

of the text above, European
domination is somehow in the nature of things, it is meant to be.
As

we

have

over

seen

And this last

in

our

analysis

point is central to all of Said's argument. Travel and
discovery, scholarship and research whatever their intrinsic value,
were all essentially part of a larger imperial project that was one of
domination. Europe effectively produced the Orient it wished to
dominate. "To be a European in the Orient, and to be one
knowledgeably, one must see and know the Orient as a domain
ruled over by Europe. Orientalism, which is the system of
European or Western knowledge about the Orient, thus becomes
7

Orientalism, p. 196

"Clash

of Ignorance"

or

"Clash

of Civilisations"?

synonymous with European domination of the Orient.
produced it, it owned it.
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"

..

Having

of

just two titles indicating the kind of
thing
Waddy's The Muslim Mind8 or a
book by the French administrator/ethnologist Maurice Delafosse
entitled L'iime negre.' The titles in themselves appear pretentious,
the idea of an outsider aspiring to essentialize 'the mind' (in the
singular) or even more 'the soul' of a whole people or civilisation.
Such titles were written from an entirely Eurocentric perspective
and, Said would claim, essentially as part of a European imperial
project.
Perhaps the most notorious example I have come across, from
an Africanist perspective, was a book by a certain J.A. Skertchly, a
Victorian vicar-entomologist entitled Dahomey As It Is.lO The title
in itself is of interest, as Dahomey as it is... seeks to affirm
Skertchly's empirical objectivity as a kind of social Darwinist.1I In
his preface he states that Dahomey has been "effectually 'tabooed'
12
to Europeans"
who rarely visit it. He is critical of the
accounts
[which] have been published" and his own
"exaggerated
intention therefore is to portray Dahomey "as it is" and "the negro
Let

me

Said

8

Charis

give examples

means

Waddy

here: Charis

The Muslim Mind,

Maryland,

New Amsterdam Books, 1990

(3rd

Ed).
9

Maurice Delafosse, L'iime negre, Paris: Payot. Ndg. See also Jean-Loup
Amselle, & Emmanuelle Sibeud, Maurice Delafosse: Entre Orientalisme et

Ethnographie:
10

J.A.

L'itineraire d'un

Skertchly, Dahomey

as

Africaniste,

it is;

being

a

Paris: Maisonneuve et Larose, 1998.
narrative

of eight

months residence

in that country, with a full account of the notorious annuaL customs, and the
sociaL and religious institutions of the FOilS: also an appendix on the Ashantee,

and
II

a

gLossary of Dahomean

words and titles, London:

Chapman

& Hall 1875.

publication of Darwin's Oil the Origin of Species (1859) a new
opened. The study of human biology developed. Physical
anthropology became a topic in the comparative study of primates and hominids.
This was accompanied by an evolutionary approach to social anthropology and
the propagation of racial myths. (Max Jarret, Racial Myths, BBC World Service,
Following

debate

the

was

12/08/01).
12

Skertchly, Dahomey,

viii.
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he is".

Skertchly has little time for liberal whimpering on the
plight
people. "The civilisation and education of the Negro
is all very well
", he notes acerbically, but he is intent on
the
country as it really is, in the hope that at "the
portraying
conclusion of the campaign the eyes of our countrymen will be
opened to the fallacy of attempting to make 'silk purses from sows
ears'''.13 One commentator notes that "his posture is that of a
disaffected, objective observer, yet his prose belies him"14 and the
book is in fact an ugly little pamphlet. While this is a particularly
crude example, others were more subtle and graceful to the readers'
eyes but essentiall y served the same purpose. It is interesting to
note a Methodist missionary borrowing Skertchley's title.I5 Both
the missionaries and the colonial powers used such descriptions to
justify what was to become known as "the civilising mission".
as

of black

...

Orientalism

-

Critical

Responses
subject to a fairly sustained critique, although
in the main these critiques have simply offered

Said's work has been

argued that
adjustments to his theories rather than served to dismantle
them entirely. Most of the critiques so far mainly concern Said's
contention that the 'Orient' is a product of the western imagination
and that it is a category that is an effect of a specific formation of
power, i.e. post-Enlightenment ideology crossed with colonialist
expansionist discourse. Some theorists have claimed that Said is
suggesting that the Orient did not have a material reality apart from
its discursive production/representation in the literature of empire.
It is certainly true that he does seem to argue this when he says 'It
is not the thesis of this book to suggest that there is such a thing as
a real or true Orient (Islam, Arab, or whatever)' (p. 322). His aim
instead is 'to look at styles, figures of speech, setting, narrative
it

can

be

critical

13

14

Ibid., xi-xii.

Eleni Coundouriotis, Claiming History: Colonialism,
novel, New York: Columbia University Press, 1999, p.6l.

ethnography,

and the

15

John Milum, 'Dahomey as it is', Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Notices,
1881,211-215; 235-237;253.-258.
.

"Clash

of Ignorance"

or

"Clash

of Civilisations"?

devices, historical and social circumstances,
the

representation

nor

However, while
'creates' the Orient,

its

fidelity

on

the

on

conclude that 'the Orient

to some

not
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the correctness of

great original' (p. 21).

hand he argues that Orientalism
the other hand Said warns us not to
one

an idea, or a creation with
James
one of the main
Clifford,
5).
corresponding reality' (p.
critics of Said, has suggested that this statement contains one of the
key contradictions in Said's work, arguing that the reason for such
was

essentially

no

a

contradiction

can

be found in the

theory of language that Said
uncritically in Clifford's view, that

uses.i" For example,
'the Orient

was a

Said states,
word which later accrued to it

a

wide field of

meanings, associations, and connotations, and that these did not
necessarily refer to the real Orient but to the field surrounding the
word' (p. 203). However, if Said really does accept such a theory
of language, then he moves away from the Foucauldian notion of
discourse as an operation which constitutes the very object it
represents. In other words, it implies that language is simply a
cluster of statements and associations and is a straightforward,
unambiguous representational tool, a device in the service of image
making. Such a notion of discourse, for Clifford, is clearly limited
to linguistic activity and endorses a bifurcation between the
real/material (assumed to be extra-discursive) and the discursive,
that is, between words and ideas, and material reality, and it is this
that constitutes the major contradiction which Said leaves
unresol ved.

Robert

Young,

another

Said, offers a similar
the one hand, Said rejects any

critic

of

criticism.V He maintains that on
correspondence between material reality
the Orient while

16

The Predicament

Robert

These

two

arguments, according

to

Young,

of Culture: Twentieth-Century Ethnography, Literature,
University Press, 1988)

Art

Harvard

Young, White Mythologies: Writing History and the
Routledge, 1990, esp. Chpt 7)

New York:

of

on

ground.

(Cambridge:
17

representation

the other, he (Said) argues that the knowledge
in and by Orientalism provided colonialism with its

produced
material

and the

West. London and
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contradict each other because if Said wants to claim that Orientalist
discourse became effective at
power and

a

material level

control, then these representations

an

'actual' Orient: 'this

as

representation

means

that at

a

as a

form of colonial

must have

confronted

certain moment Orientalism

did have to encounter the "actual" conditions of

there, and that it showed itself effective at a material
a form of power and 'control' (129). Said, for Young,

what

was

level

as

denies that there is any actual Orient which could provide a true
account against Orientalist representations, and so he asks 'how

Said argue that the "Orient" is just a representation, if he
also wants to claim that "Orientalism" provided the necessary

then

can

knowledge
In my

attempt
another

for the actual colonial

conquest' (ibid.).
view, Young's critique is rather specious, because in his
Said's dualistic account, he himself relies on
that of reality and representation. Young's

to overcome

dualism,

concept of

reality does not seem to be
sufficiently developed to allow a thorough engagement with the
'representation' versus 'real' problem that Said's text poses. It is
rather disingenuous to simply claim that Said is asserting that there
is no 'actual' geographical place called the Orient, or there are no
'actual' Oriental people living on these geographical spaces, or the
'actual' colonial conquest did not happen. It is after all, Said who in
the first place establishes the incontrovertible link between the
colonial expansion and Orientalist knowledge production (a fact
that has been confirmed by postcolonial scholarship) so Young's
criticism simply reiterates what Said's critique demonstrates. I do
agree that there is a pressing epistemological conundrum that needs
to be disentangled in Said's work but it is certainly more complex
than Young proposes. It is not enough to claim that there is an
'actual' Orient and that this can be proved by pointing to the 'fact'
of colonial conquest. Young takes for granted that if Said does not
the
between
intricate
relationship
sufficiently
amplify
the
and
then
he
is
material
facilely ignoring
representation
reality,
referentiality of the Orient. Undoubtedly the theoretical status of
representation or discourse in Said is obscure, but the problem is
not resolved by simply positing the 'reality' of the Orient. I would
an

'actual'

material

"Clash

of Ignorance"

suggest rather, that if

we

or

"Clash

take Said's

of Civilisations"?
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I think

critique seriously-and

must, at the very least because of its influence on intellectual
history-and, if we concur with Foucault's argument, as I do, that
we

understanding of discourse must go beyond a naive
linguisticism, then we should acknowledge the possibility that the
material reality of the Orient is indistinct from the essentialism of
any

Orientalism. That is, the power of Orientalism should instead be
sought in its ability to produce the phenomena it enunciates.
A further

again in Clifford, is that
assumption that it is sufficient for a
critic of representational practices to focus exclusively on the
activities of the economic and political elite while ignoring the
complicity of those within colonial regimes who Said understands
as simply the victims of colonialism. David Pollack and Ernest
Gellner" make a similar point. While Pollack acknowledges that
Said is right, and in fact successful, in demonstrating the way that
western scholars 'first "produce" and then "manage" [their] alien
culture' (1992: 20), he argues that Said fails to understand that
representation is not unidirectional but is in fact dialectical. In other
words, Said's criticism of Orientalist discourse presents an overly
simplistic view of European scholars as monolithic imperial
oppressors and the colonised Muslim people as powerless, lacking
in agency, and wholly misrepresented, primarily because he
neglects the dialectical nature of the encounter between 'East' and
critique

Said's method is based

of Said, found

on

the

'West'.
Gellner is much harsher than either Clifford

he

labels

Said's

colonialism'

objective

(p. 3),

standards

method

an

as

'unsustained,

4]).

almost
18

wholly

David Pollack

Pollack when

facile

inverse

but then he is keen to assert that there

by

which to

judge

truth

review he writes that 'truth is not linked to
Gellner insists

or

(for example,

political

are

in his

virtue' [1993:

the transparency of western scholarship as
removed from any pre-determined situatedness in
on

(Reading Against

Culture:

Ideology and

Narrative ill the

Japanese Novel. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1992) and Ernest Gellner
('Review of Edward Said, Culture and Imperialism' in The Times Literary
Supplement. 19 February, p. 3-4, 1993)
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political or social contexts, and so I'm afraid his cntique is
misplaced and unreflexive. He is in fact, like Young, confirming
Said's suspicion that western knowledge production is complicit in
the maintenance of privilege through an elision of its deep
imbrication in hegemonic forms of power, a view simply not
tenable post-Derrida, Foucault and de Certeau amongst others.
Clifford does agree (pre-emptively!) with Gellner when he
suggests that Said's method 'sometimes appears

to

mimic the

discourse it attacks'

essentialising
while Said's critique
Orient' and 'Asia'

(1988:262), and argues that
is concerned with how such categories as 'the

are

constructed and who benefits from these

constructions, 'it is unclear

why [he]

does not also convict Marx of

individuals under the "artificial entities" "class" and

subsuming
"history'" (p. 270). Both Pollack and Clifford agree, however, that
Said's study has a lot of merit in that it suggests that all forms of
cultural description involve individuals in an inescapable web of
power and knowledge. What they find lacking in Said though, is
any attention to the interrelated natures of power, knowledge, and
the construction of self- and social identity.
Said and the Clash of Civilisations
Edward Said's landmark work Orientalism
be somewhat

Orientalism
noted the

was

to

at the Middle East Islam etc. In 2003

reissued with

ongoing

already judged

theory moved on, but the events
2001 provoked the publication of a

critical

passe
following September 11
plethora of books looking
as

was

preface by Said in which he
light of events in the
War but more particularly in the

a new

relevance of his work in the

Middle East since the first Gulf

past four years. He writes:
As I write these lines, the illegal and unsanctioned imperial
invasion and occupation of Iraq by Britain and the United

proceeds, with a prospect of physical ravagement,
political unrest and more invasions that is truly awful to
contemplate. This is part of what is supposed to be the clash
States

"Clash

of Ignorance"

or

"Clash

civilisations, unending,
Nevertheless, I think not.19

of

the

In

penultimate
somewhat obliquely

eventual book

World

"

Order

sentence
to Samuel

The Clash
which

of Civilisations"?

implacable,

of this

short
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irremediable.

he refers

quotation

celebrated paper and
Remaking of the

Huntington's

of Civilisations and the

was

also

being

reread

in the

light

of

contemporary events, not only by Westerners but also by Muslims.
Was it to be a self-fulfilling prophecy? Said is savage in his attack
on

scholars who contributed to this thesis:

surely one of the intellectual catastrophes of history that
imperialist war confected by a small. group of unelected
US officials (they have been called chickenhawks, since
none of them ever served in the military) was waged against
a
devastated Third World dictatorship on thoroughly
ideological grounds having to do with world dominance,
security, and scarce resources, but disguised for its true
intent, hastened and reasoned for by Orientalists who
betrayed their calling as scholars.
It is
an

ignorance". He
gimmick like the
"The War of the Worlds," better for reinforcing defensive self
pride than for critical understanding of the bewildering
interdependence of our time.,,21 Said damned both Lewis and
Huntington as academics that have prostituted themselves to
Said dismisses

Huntington'

thesis

as

a

"clash of

writes: "The Clash of Civilisations thesis is

19

Edward Said, Orientalism, London,

Penguin, (2003

a

Edition with

new

preface),

xiii.
20

Samuel

Huntington,

The Clash of Civilisations,

Foreign Affairs, Summer
Remaking of the World

1993, 72, 3, pp. 22-41; The Clash of Civilisations and the
Order, London: Simon & Schuster, 1996.
21

Edward Said, 'The Clash of

Ignorance',

The Nation, 22 October 2001.

I

L�

politics by becoming
bent

leaders

political

on war.

In The Clash

of

the "intellectual valets" of

22

of Civilisations Huntington

articulates his

theory

fated to

multi-civilizational world that is almost

inevitably
equally critical of both the West and the non
West (the Rest) accusing both of being closed in on their own
civilisation, civilisation-centric, and attempting to impose it upon
others. He is almost scary in his warning to the West about the
danger of it losing its dominance if it does not recognise the threats
coming from an increasingly assertive non-West buoyed by
a

conflict. He is almost

increased

economic

Huntington's hypothesis
this

new

and

means

cultural

"that the fundamental

world will not be

confidence.
source

primarily ideological

It

is

of conflict in
or

primarily

economic."
The great divisions among humankind and the dominating
of conflict will be cultural. Nation states will remain

source

the most

powerful actors in world affairs, but the principal
global politics will occur between nations and

conflicts of

groups of different civilizations. The clash of civilizations
will dominate global politics. The fault lines between

civilizations will be the battle lines of the future.
Bernard

Lewis

civilisations,

as

actually coined the expression the
Huntington acknowledged. In 1964 he

between states, but from

passed unnoticed

in

article written under

clash

of

declared:

does not arise from

a quarrel
civilisations.,,24 The expression
1964 but he took it up again in 1990 in an
what must certainly be his most inflammatory

"The crisis in the Middle East.

22

,,23

a

..

clash of

Edward Said, L'humanisme, dernier rempart contre la
pp. 20-21.

barbarie, Le Monde

Diplomatique, Septembre 2003,
23

24

Huntington Clash (Foreign Policy

p.

22). My emphasis.

Bernard Lewis, The Middle East and the West,

1964, p. 135.

University

of Indiana Press,

"Clash

of Ignorance"

or

"Clash

of Civilisations" ?
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of Muslim rage.25 One can almost hear the question
today as it asks "Why do they hate us?" before
to answer the question. Looking at the Islamic world

title: The Roots

of middle America
Lewis sets out
he concludes:
It should

by

movement

be clear that

now

far

transcending

we are

facing

a

mood and

the level of issues and

a

policies

and the governments that pursue them. This is no less than a
clash of civilisation
the perhaps irrational but surely
-

historic reaction of

an

ancient rival

against

our

Judeo

secular present, and the worldwide
heritage,
expansion of both. It is crucially important that we on our
Christian

our

side should not be

equally

irrational

series of articles

provoked into an equally historic
reaction against that rival.i"

but also

popular press, notably The
Monthly
sought to explain the
Islamic world and the problems it poses?7 This type of popular
essentializing of Islam and the Arab world that appeared to feed
American
prejudices and preconceptions earned him the
opprobrium of Said. Noting Lewis' "ideological colours" he says
"the personification of enormous entities called 'the West' and
'Islam' is recklessly affirmed, as if hugely complicated matters like
identity and culture existed in a cartoon-like world where Popeye
and Bluto bash each other mercilessly, with one always more
virtuous pugilist getting the upper hand over his adversary.t'
In

a

published

in the

and The New Yorker, Lewis

Atlantic

"

25

'The Roots of Muslim rage: Why so many Muslims deeply resent the West,
why their bitterness will not be easily mollified, Policy, 17, 4, 2001-2

and

(originally
26

27

Ibid. 26

The Atlantic

Monthly, Sep 1990)

(My emphasis)

'Islam and Liberal Democracy: A Historical Overview',
of Democracy 7.2, 1996, pp. 52-63'The Revolt of Islam' New Yorker,
19 November 2001; 'What went wrong?', The Atlantic Monthly, Jan 2002, Vol
289,1, pp 43-46; 'I'm right, you're wrong, go to Hell', The Atlantic Monthly,
May 2003, Vol 291, 4, pp.36-42.
Bernard Lewis

Journal

28

Edward Said, 'Adrift in

similarity',

AI-Ahram

,

555, 11-17 October 2001
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Said cnticises

called civilisation

eight major,

Huntington's "vague notion of something
identity. He pours scorn on the idea of "seven or
...

civilisations". And, of course, he notes that "the

conflict between two of them, Islam and the West, gets the lions
share" of Huntington's attention. He describes that concept as

"belligerent".
damning both

Said
in the

Certainly

lumps
same

neither

both Lewis and

Huntington together,

sentence:

Huntington

or

Lewis has much time to

spare for the internal dynamics and plurality of every
civilisation, or for the fact that the major contest in most

the definition

interpretation of
possibility that a great
deal of demagogy and downright ignorance is involved in
presuming to speak for a whole religion or civilisation. No,
the West is the West and Islam Islam. The challenge for
Western policy makers, says Huntington, is to make sure
modem cultures

concerns

each culture,

for the unattractive

or

or

that the West gets stronger and fends off all others, Islam in

particular.

29

as a religion prone to wild fanaticism and
has increased, thus diminishing the space for
dialogue of any kind. All of this seems both to rise out of, and feed
into, the idea that we are involved, as both Lewis and Huntington
would claim, in a clash of civilisations. According to this argument

The

perception

of Islam

fundamentalism

in the present time in a clash between the West and Islam.
For Said it is if anything a monumental clash of
fed by
we are

ignorance'"

second-rate academics that sold their soul to

neo-imperialist, geo
political project. Said notes bitterly: "I have not been able to
discover any period in European and American history since the
Middle Ages in which Islam was generally discussed or thought
about outside a framework created by passion, prejudice and

29

30

a

Said, 'Adrift in similarity'
Edward Said, The Clash of

Ignorance,

The Nation, 22 October 2001

"Clash

of Ignorance"

political interests.,,31 It
this statement today.

would
This

dismissive of both Lewis and
this

long
Said

..

or

Clash

of Civilisations" ?
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certainly be difficult to contradict
explains why he is particularly
Huntington, seeing them as heirs to

tradition.

Huntington of surveying "the entire world from a
perch outside all ordinary attachments and hidden loyalties as if
everyone else were scurrying round looking for the answers he has
already found." He claims that Huntington is essentially trying to
reify or even essentialize both "civilisations" and "identities" "into
what they are not: shut-down, sealed-off entities that have been
purged of myriad contents and countercurrents that animate human
history, and that over the centuries have made it possible for that
history not only to contain wars of religion and imperial conquest
but also to be one of exchange, cross-fertilisation and sharing. This
far 'less visible history is ignored in the rush to highlight the
ludicrously compressed and constricted warfare that 'the clash of
civilisations' argues is the reality."
Noting that while Huntington's argument has "a little more
subtlety, and many more footnotes" than Lewis' earlier efforts, "all
he did was confuse himself and demonstrate what a clumsy and
inelegant writer and thinker he was" and inelangance in any form
is something Said cannot tolerate. He notes that 9/11, this
"carefully planned and horrendous, pathologically motivated
suicide attack and mass slaughter by a small group of deranged
militants has been turned into proof of Huntington's thesis." This is
certainly a sad fact, as anyone who followed the commentaries
following the event can testify. In Said's view, however, 9/11 was
accuses

...

-

the

of

fanatical

fringe groups more comparable to a
cult like the Branch Dravidians'f. As I have pointed out already
9/11 brought Huntington back to the bookshops and into
respectable theorising and political commentary. Said notes The

31

32

responsibility

Edward Said, 'Islam

a

Through

Western

Eyes',

The Nation, 26

April 1980.

The group at the centre of the violent incidents at Waco, Texas in 1994.
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Economist's apparent acceptance of Huntington's depiction of the
Islamic world as "cruel, sweeping, but none the less acute.,,33
Needless to say

reaction in the

Huntington's theory

has

brought a vociferous
writing in The

liberal press. Ian Burama,

more

Guardian states:

Huntington's The Clash of
popularity since September 11

Samuel P

fresh

most successful bad idea of

is that

our

Civilisations
-

is

by

time. One

a

-

long

reason

enjoying
chalk the

for its fame

many intellectuals have felt the urge to attack it.
Few ideas have enjoyed such bad publicity. But as Oscar
so

Wilde, who had

a

civilisations,

nation-states, may be wrong, but it is

surprising number of rather good ideas,
told us, enough bad publicity becomes good publicity.
Huntington's notion that future wars will be fought between
not

The merit of

stupid.
thought,

if

only

to contradict

At its worst the clash

Evil"

a

not

provokes

u."

hypothesis

in the USA. As

mentality
longer "Us"

clever bad idea is that it

a

is

seen

Manichean

creating

as

logic

a

bunker

takes over, it is

no

and "Them", the "West" and the "Rest" but "Good and

when put in the hands of Christian fundamentalists, "God
and Satan." The victims of globalisation who react against it, as
well

or

as

their liberal allies in the West,

America". Theories' such
which is

make

trying
pigeon-holed or strapped
reification

to

and

explanations
at some

33

34

and

as

this "mislead and confuse the mind,
of a disorderly reality that won't be

down

easily as all that." This kind of
hopelessly inadequate as
deeply dangerous. Said notes that

as

indeed the

are

level

The Economist,

September 22-28,

2001.

Ian Buruma, The notion that future

not

"the enemies of

sense

essentialization
can

are seen as

wars

will be

fought

between civilisations,

states, may be clever but it is wrong, The Guardian, October 2, 2001.
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[P]rimitive passions and sophisticated know-how converge
in ways that give the lie to fortified boundary not only
between

present,

and 'Islam'

'West'

and them,

us

to say

but also between past and
nothing of the very concepts of

and

identity
nationality about which
disagreement and debate. A unilateral

there is

unending

decision made to

draw lines in the sand, to undertake crusades, to oppose
our good, to extirpate terrorism, and in Paul

their evil with
Wolfowitz's

nihilistic

rhetoric,

to

end

nations

entirely,

doesn't make the
it

supposed entities any easier to see: rather,
of how much simpler it is to make bellicose

speaks

statements

on

the purpose of

mobilising

collective

passions

than to reflect, examine, sort out what it is we are dealing
with in reality, the interconnectedness of innumerable lives

'ours'

as

well

as

'theirs'.

Huntington's theory is not so much describing a political situation
and in a particularly conflictual and
as it is driving policy
dangerous direction. It has become what one commentator
It is
describes as "an explanatory and mobilising discourse.r
saying that this is essentially how "they" are and this is how "we"
-

"

should

act.

Said's Secular Humanist Solution:
As

a

humanist, Said believes "there

are

closer ties

civilisations than most of

apparently warring

us

between

would like to

believe. Both, Freud and Nietzsche showed how the traffic across
carefully maintained and even policed boundaries moves with often

terrifying
are tricky

It is easier if

things

can

"as it is"

or as

we

assuring
35
.

ease." But, of course,
for policy makers and
-

battle order

fluidity, scepticism and ambiguity
especially ignorant policy-makers.

be tied down to their essentials to the world
like to

see

it. "Hence the

(a crusade, good

versus

altogether more
evil, freedom against

Jean Maillard, 'Nouveaux bunkers de I 'Occident, Le Monde

Mars 2003,

p.7.

Diplomatique,
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fear, etc.) drawn
Islam

and

the

out

of

Huntington's alleged opposition

between

West, from which official discourse drew its

in the first

after the

September 11 attacks." This
was of course exacerbated in the months leading up to the second
Iraq War, when the "demon" Saddam was placed in the centre of
the picture, allegedly armed with "weapons of mass destruction",
ready "to strike in forty-five minutes", the greatest threat
imaginable to "civilisation as we know it". The paradigm has
become even more developed. It is now being exacerbated by the
increased presence of Muslims all over Europe and of course the
ED accession debate. "Islam is no longer on the fringes of the West
but at its centre. But what is so threatening about that presence."[?]
And yet that is how it is presented as we refer back to the siege of
36
Vienna as a justification for keeping Turkey out of the ED.
Adding to this is the history of often violent rivalry between
the Abrahamic religions. Each appears to be in some way haunted
by the other despite what can be seen as their common origins. In
the prayers of Good Friday we pray for both the Jewish people and
those who do not believe in Christ but moving beyond that seems
more difficult. Said notes that "there is sill no decent history or
demystification of the many-sided contest among these three
followers
not one of them by any means a monolithic, unified
of
the
camp,
mos� jealous of all gods Not surprisingly, then,
both Muslims and Christians speak readily of crusades and jihads,
both of them eliding the Judaic presence with often sublime
insouciance. Such an agenda, says Eqbal Ahmad, is "very
reassuring to the men and women who are stranded in the middle of
the ford, between the deep waters of tradition and modernity."

vocabulary

days

-

-

...

As

a

humanist Said refuses to be drawn into essentialisation.

swimming in the same waters, "and since the
of
the ocean of history, trying to plough or divide
part
them with barriers is futile. These are tense times, but it is better to
All

humanity

is

waters are

think in terms of

36

powerful

and

powerless communities,

Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, 'Identifier la Turquie
Figaro Magazine, 13 Aout 2004, pp.32-34.

Le

-

the secular

a I 'Europe serait

une

erreur',
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politics of reason and ignorance, the universal principles of justice
and injustice, than to wander off in search of vast abstractions that
may give momentary satisfaction but little self-knowledge or
informed analysis." In a piece in Le Monde Diplomatique in 2003,
Said proclaims his belief that "humanism is the last rampart against
37
His attempt to break free of "the mind forg'd
barbarism."
manacles" is an attempt to widen the field of battle "and to replace
with a deeper reflection and analysis, in the long term, the outbursts
of irrational anger that are poisoning us." He claims that in
humanism there is also "a feeling of community with other
researchers, other societies and other epochs" which offers hope.
There is no humanism that lives separated from the world.
Every area is connected to all the others, and nothing that

happens

in the world

remain isolated and pure from
other outside influences. We must deal with injustice and

suffering,

can

but in the context of

history, culture,

and socio

economic realties. Our role is to widen the terms of the
debate.

Clearly

he feels that this is what scholars such

Lewis have failed to do. Not

as

Huntington

only
they failed to do so,
have reduced the debate to its narrowest confines. He sees
have

and

they
deep

similarities, "common roots", between modem anti-Semitism and
Orientalism and notes that

independent intellectuals have a great
develop
replace the narrow, simplistic
doctrines founded upon the mutual hostility which has dominated
the Middle East for too long." Clash is clearly not such a discourse.
Let me finish with a long extract from this same piece, which
somehow epitomises Said's opposition to clash and its negative
logic. It is in some ways his declaration of faith, his fundamental
credo. The terrible conflicts we have been living through and
continue to live through "falsely unite populations under banners
need "to

such

37

as

new

models to

"America", "the West",

Said 'L' humanisme.

or

"Islam" and invent collective
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identities for individuals who

continue their

are

in fact very different cannot

ravages".

They must be opposed. In the face of these, we dispose of our
capacity for rational interpretation, the heritage of humanist
education. This is not a sentimental piety that enjoins us to
back to traditional values and to the classics, but to take
up again a practice of secular and rational discourse.
The critical spirit does not obey the injunction to enter the
come

ranks to go to war against an official enemy or any other
enemy. Far from the prefabricated clash of civilisations, we
must concentrate on a slow collective task

cross, borrow ideas from one another in

profound

of cultures which

a manner

much

more

than reductive and inauthentic modes of

thought
perception, which is
wider, demands time, patient and every-critical research,
nourished by faith in an intellectual community which is
difficult to conserve in a world founded upon the immediacy
would have

us

believe. But this form of

of action and reaction.
Humanism is nourished

intuition, and

not

by

individual initiative and

personal

the respect of
productions which live

from received ideas

or

authority. Texts must be read as
concretely in history.
Finally and above all, humanism is the only, I wouldsay the
last, rampart against human practices and injustices which
disfigure the history of humanity. Now we dispose of the
very encouraging field of democracy known as cyberspace,
open to all, on a scale that neither previous generations nor
any tyrant, nor any orthodoxy could have imagined. The
world-wide demonstrations that preceded the war in Iraq
could never have become a reality without the existence of
communications

irrigated

by

present

different

throughout
information,

the

entire

conscious

environmental factors, of human rights as well
to freedom which unite us all on this planet.

as

world,
of

the

aspirations

